“When the water is clear, the moon
appears.” Where the water is clear, the
moon gets reflected in the water. “When
there are clouds, the moon is hidden.”
The clouds in the sky cover the moon up
so it seems to disappear. When the moon
appears in clear water, has the moon really come to that place? When clouds hide
the moon, has the moon really gone
away? These are just analogies.
Also, sometimes when people look
at clouds moving through the sky, they
see the moon moving and the clouds
standing still. Actually it is the clouds that
are moving while the moon stays still, but
some see the moon moving. Also, when
a boat is moving down a river, it appears
to some that the two banks are moving
and the boat is stationary. Do the banks
actually move? No, it is the boat that
moves.
The Buddha’s transformation bod-

ies come and go, but his Dharma body
does not. We are only talking about the
state of the Dharma body. Do not mistake the Dharma body for the transformation bodies. Maitreya Bodhisattva
spoke a verse which says,
What comes and goes are the
Buddha’s transformation bodies.
The Thus Come One is eternally
unmoving.
He is neither the same nor different from
Every place within the Dharma Realm.
The Buddha’s transformation bodies come and go, but the Thus Come One
remains unmoved. In the Dharma Realm,
there is neither one nor many. This is how
Maitreya Buddha explained the meaning
of “Thus Come One”.
You should know that it’s not the
Buddha who comes and goes nor the
Thus Come One who comes and goes,

it is the discriminations of your eighth consciousness which perceives a coming and
a going. When the Vajra Sutra tells you
not to consider the Buddha as either
sitting, reclining, coming or going, it is telling you not to make such distinctions.
When you no longer make discriminations,
your wisdom can appear. Your prajna will
manifest. Why is your prajna so minute?
Why is your wisdom so minute? It’s because your sense of discrimination is so
overwhelming that there is no place for
wisdom to exist. Because of your excessive tendency to discriminate, your eighth
consciousness is filled with such filth. Your
eighth consciousness is originally the purest place, but then you throw trash in it.
What trash? Discriminating thoughts. If
you clean up all these distinctions, your
wisdom will appear.
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“An Inconvenient Truth”
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The movie “An Inconvenient Truth” reminds me that I am a citizen of the world,
and that this world is each and everyone’s
responsibility. It teaches us that all of us
in this world are closely connected. From
the Buddhist perspective, we would call
this our “ dependent retribution”. In
some small way it is like the Avatamsaka
Sutra, because if we think of the world,
instead of this country, as our home, we
are broadening our minds and ultimately
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enabling ourselves to regard the entire cosmos or Dharma realm as our home.
There were a variety of suggestions
on the issue of global warming. A teacher
spoke of carpooling as a simple “offthe-cuff” solution. A nun saw this as a
positive opportunity to promote vegetarianism because, as she said “pound for
pound, less energy is required to feed vegetarians as opposed to meateaters.” I
asked a Buddhist monk what would he

recommend as a solution to global
warming. His reply was that “people
should slow down their pace. This world
is too hectic and everything is fast-paced.
People are racing, competing in every aspect of life – from business to leisure
activities to sports. If only this world
could slow down.” How can this world
slow down when nobody is willing to
give in, or to take a loss?
When I was young, there was no

smog in Malaysia. The air was clean and
fresh everywhere. Now, for about four
months each year, the entire country becomes enveloped in a thick haze. This haze
is created when a neighboring country
burns large tracts of virgin jungle as a
means of clearing it, in order to establish
commercial plantations. They believe that
burning is the cheapest and fastest way to
get the job done. Who is responsible for
this? The people involved are a group of
Malaysian people who went to a neighboring country for the plantation business.
I think of these people as self-benefiting.
Basically, it is the minds of people that
have deteriorated and created today’s
predicament. Whether carpooling will
succeed, whether more people will become vegetarians, whether people will
restrain large scale open burning, whether
governments will cooperate with one another – all depends on the minds of the
people.
The principles of collective karma and
interconnectedness with our dependent
retribution are well explained in the
Shurangama Sutra. We know that conditioned dharmas will arise, grow, mature
and become extinct due to the mind.Accepting the statistics shown in the movie
as speaking the truth, it is easy to accept
the cause of this deterioration come from
the mind.
How do the minds of living beings
become cured? We can improve our dependent retribution through the power of
cultivation. This requires faith and sincerity.
Having faith means to accept the teaching
first, and the experience will follow later
on. I am referring to the power of prayer,
which purifies the minds of living beings.
No scientific finding can help us understand the power of faith and cultivation.
This planet Earth should have been
hit by a huge comet several years ago. The
comet was named Comet Kahoutek.
However, the disaster was averted through
the sincere prayer of two of the “three
steps one bow cultivators”. This is a classic example of faith. If the power of
prayer can avert disasters caused by a
comet, how much the more so can it cure
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the minds of living beings and prevent
potential catastrophes, which arise form
global warming. In the Great Compassion Dharma assembly, the Buddha said
“The great spiritual mantra can cause even
withered trees to grow new branches,
bloom and bear fruit. How much the
more so can it cure the sickness and disease of the bodies of living conscious
beings.”
How else does one cure the sickness
of the mind? How to awaken the confused mind? An example of this is about
the Song dynasty scholar Su Dongpo and
Dhyana Master Foyin.
The conversation began with Su
Dongpo and Chan Master Foyin sitting
in meditation at Gold Mountain
Monastery.
Su Dongpo, feeling very peaceful in
body and mind, asked the Chan Master,
“Chan Master, what do I look like sitting
here?” Chan Master Foyin: “You look
magnificent, just like a Buddha.”
Chan Master continued: “What do I
look like to you?” Su Dongpo, who never
let an opportunity to tease the Chan Master go by, immediately said, “You look
like a piece of turd!” When the Chan
Master did not respond to his comment,
Su Dongpo thought he had won the
exchange. After he returned, he told everyone what had happened, saying, “I
won today.”
But his little sister said, “Brother, you
lost! The Chan Master had a Buddha in
his mind, so he saw you as a Buddha.
You have dried excrement in your mind,
so you saw the Chan Master as a piece
of turd!” Su Dongpo was speechless. He
realized that his Chan skill was still not up
to par with Chan Master Foyin’s.
In the Flower Adornment Sutra, we
read that there are myriads of world
system. Some are wholly defiled, some
are pure and some are a mixture of purity and defilement. The world we are

going to create comes from the window
of our mind. Venerable Master has explained that this world is full of black
energy. And by cultivating Chan, we can
detoxify this black energy.
As beginners in cultivation, we have
not fully grasped the principle that everything is made from the mind alone.
Wouldn’t you say, the teaching requires
faith first?
Earlier I mentioned General Bai Qi
during the Warring States Period. The opposing army of 400,000 soldiers had already laid down their arms and surrendered to him. Yet he asked them to dig
trenches to jump in and then he buried
them alive! The 400,000 soldiers dug their
own graves and were buried alive. This is
truly tragic. But suppose I were to ask,
“Who really was digging his own grave?”
What a silly question this must be! You
just told us that the soldiers dug their own
grave so why do you ask this silly question?
Buddhism is about understanding
cause and effect. So on a slightly deeper
reflection it was the general who was digging his own grave. It depends on how
you see it and when you see it. The soldiers were digging the graves as a manifestation of karmic retribution, while the
general was planting the seeds of karma
for himself. Put another way, the soldiers
were being liberated, while the general was
digging his own grave, having to be reborn in the three evil destinies to repay
every bit of the 400,000 lives he took plus
interest.
What if the soldiers, while being buried alive, still harbored hatred and
vengeance? Then they would certainly be
continuing to plant the seeds for being
buried alive again sometime in the distant
future. This returns to the issue of whether
harboring emotional seeds of anger at the
time of one’s death influences one’s
karmic retribution. To answer the
question, the soldiers were digging their
own graves and are continuing to dig their
own graves if they still harbor emotional
seeds of anger. Is this necessary?
The cycle of karma cannot be ended
without attending to emotion. Therefore, it
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is said, “Karma ended and emotions empty
defines a Buddha. Karma heavy and emotions turbid defines a living being.”
Anger is therefore a seed of rebirth.
It is the Siamese twin of love and desire.
The Buddha while sitting under the Bodhi
tree had two tests; the first test was on
emotional love when the demon’s daughters came. The final test was on anger
when Mara and his hordes attacked him
and the Buddha entered into the Samadhi
of Non-contention. Cultivation is about
getting rid of emotional anger and love –
this is the inconvenient truth in cultivation.
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